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The Next
Production
Meeting is in
the Cloud

coZone

GMG CoZone

Proofing, approval processes, color management,
multimedia, and GMG hard proofs: GMG CoZone
brings together everything required for accurate
media production.
GMG CoZone is the new, modular production environment based in the cloud
The GMG CoZone Collaborate module has an intuitive user interface and makes approval processes
extremely clear and efficient. All standard color conversions can now be accomplished directly online with
the GMG CoZone Manage module. And by using the Deliver module, users can create legally binding
hard proofs anywhere around the world on GMG ColorProof systems. These features make GMG CoZone
an indispensable control center for every production workflow.
The Collaborate module represents the first chapter in a series
of high-quality solutions and services from GMG CoZone
GMG CoZone Collaborate allows users to view and work on a variety of media projects, depending on their
role- based access rights. There has never been an easier way to manage approval processes. And no other
application on the market offers such a clearly structured user interface in combination with such a powerful
range of functions, as GMG.
Proof, correct, and approve media projects – seamless and intuitive
When technically proficient media professionals communicate with process partners – individuals who
might be responsible for content, creative elements, or graphic design – there is a need for an environment
in which everyone involved can feel at home quickly without having to undergo training. Collaborate offers
the functions needed to proof, comment, and approve material, making e-mails unnecessary.

A quick glance at the dashboard is all it takes to obtain
a sufficient overview, any time.

Thanks to tools such as ‘select and mark text’, ‘free-form drawing’,
and ‘comments’, it is easy to add precise annotations and
suggested corrections at the click of a button.

GMG CoZone

In addition to static formats, GMG CoZone can operate as a central communication platform for multimedia
content such as Movie fileformats, SWF, and HTML. For both print and multimedia projects, GMG CoZone
Collaborate is based on a single concept that spans all formats: maximum clarity and optimized communication
flows in the preparation and management of proofing and approval processes.
Thanks to innovative tools such as ‘select and mark text’, ‘free-form drawing’, and ‘comments’, it is easy to add
precise comments and suggested corrections at the click of a button. The option of assigning role-based access
rights helps to define responsibilities on a case-by-case basis. This means that individual corrections can be
carried out and approved by users with special authorization to do so, for example. At the same time, people
or groups with different authorizations can work on, or administer, other defined processes. In whatever way
a project is to be managed and coordinated, GMG CoZone Collaborate can replicate almost any conceivable
process structure. What happened earlier today, yesterday, or several weeks ago? Who is responsible? What has
been done? Are other jobs being worked on? Even for complex organizational structures and project processes
involving many steps, a quick glance at the dashboard is all it takes to obtain a sufficient overview,at any time.
GMG CoZone is the new definition of soft-proofing – with seamless integration of GMG ColorProof
For optimal and practical evaluation of color on screen, GMG provides user-friendly features and functionality
to ensure color accuracy: with an embedded GMG profile, it is possible to display representative color values
directly in the Web browser using any calibrated monitor. From the outset, uncompromising color accuracy
has been the measure of all things at GMG. This means that in the future, too, there will be no way to sidestep
globally recognized GMG hard proofs at the end of a computer-based coordination process. The GMG CoZone
Deliver module provides seamless integration. Legally binding proofs on certified GMG paper are thus
immediately available at practically every production site around the world.
The GMG CoZone license model is designed to facilitate collaboration between production teams
of varying sizes, helping to avoid higher costs for organizations with a larger number of employees.
A GMG CoZone account can be set up for any number of users and user groups without the need to purchase
additional licenses. There is also no limit in terms of the number of documents that can be open at any single
time. The GMG CoZone Collaborate license model is based only on the number of files that are exchanged –
with an upload being able to contain up to four versions of a document – irrespective of whether the contents
are single-page advertisements or an entire chapter of a larger publication.

Compare versions, as example the Side-by-side compare,
to identify changes made in a document.

The approval details show information of all versions and user
activities of a document in GMG CoZone.

GMG CoZone – Technical Details
Licensing
GMG CoZone Collaborate is sold as
a web-based service. Subscription plans
are related to the packages/features
that the customer requires.
The price plans are volume dependent.

Feature

Hardware/Software Requirements
As GMG CoZone is cloud-based
software as a service, there are no local
hardware requirements. To access GMG
CoZone, the user needs an Internet
connection. Supported browsers:
Microsoft Internet Explorer 10, Mozilla
Firefox, Apple Safari, Google Chrome.

Languages
English, German, French, Spanish,
Italian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional,
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese.
File Formats Supported
PDF, TIFF, JPG, MOV, MP4,
Static websites.

Collaborate

Project Grouping/Individual Approvals

✓

Versioning

✓

Annotations log by user

✓

Text Comments/Text Grab

✓

Draw – Free Draw/Shapes

✓

Zoom Tool – Loupe/Magnify Page

✓

Compare Tool – Side by Side Versions

✓

Review/Approve Workflow

✓

Multimedia File Support

✓

Integration with other CoZone Modules

✓

API Access

✓

Multi Language Support

✓
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